NOTES:
1. MATERIAL: CLEAR POLYCARBONATE, UL94V-0. (LIGHT PIPE)
2. MATERIAL: BLACK NORYL, UL 94V-0. (HOLDER)
3. TEMP. RANGE: -60°C TO +125°C.
4. RECOMMENDED LED: SML-LX0805xx SERIES.
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PART NUMBER
LPA-C041301S-X

REV. E.C.N. NUMBER AND REVISION COMMENTS DATE
A E.C.N. #11355. 10.6.06

REV. PART NUMBER REV.
A LPA-C041301S-X A

3mm, QUAD UNIT, VERTICAL SMT LIGHT PIPE.

REPLACES PART #: LLP-LXC040301S-X UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED TOLERANCES PER DECIMAL PRECISION ARE: ±0.030, ±0.050, ±0.125, ±0.250, ±0.500.

LEAD SIZE=0.050 (±0.025), LEAD LENGTH=12.75 (±0.025), MIN-DECIMAL PRECISION MAX.-DECIMAL PRECISION
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